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PREFACE

My apology for adding another to the formidable array of elementary Latin manuals is that there is no book in existence which satisfies the requirements which I have in mind as of most importance for the fruitful study of the language by beginners. What I desiderate is:—

1. A continuous narrative from beginning to end, capable of appealing in respect of its vocabulary and subject matter to the minds and interests of young pupils, and free from all those syntactical and stylistic difficulties which make even the easiest of Latin authors something of a problem.

2. A work which shall hold the true balance between too much and too little in the matter of systematic grammar. In my opinion, existing manuals are disfigured by a disproportionate amount of lifeless Accidence. The outcome of the traditional system is that the pupil learns a multitude of Latin forms (Cases, Tenses, Moods), but very little Latin. That is to say, he acquires a bowing acquaintance with all the forms of Nouns and Verbs—such as Ablatives in a, e, i, o, u, 3rd Persons in at, et, it, and so forth—before he gets a real hold of the meaning or use of any of these forms. But, as Goethe said in a different connexion, “What one cannot use is a heavy burden”; and my experience leads me to think that a multitude of forms acts as an encumbrance to the pupil at an early stage by distracting his attention from the more vital matters of vocabulary, sentence construction, and order of words. The real meaning of the Ablative, for instance, can be just as well learned from the 1st Declension as from all the declensions taken together. And further, to run over all the declensions without proper understanding of their meanings and
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uses with and without Prepositions is a real danger, as begetting all sorts of misconception and error—so much so that the muddled pupil too often never learns the syntax of the Cases at all. No doubt all the Declensions and Conjugations must be learned before a Latin author is attacked. But when a few of them have been brought within the pupil’s ken, he finds little difficulty in mastering the others in a rapid and more mechanical fashion. In the present book I have dealt directly with only three declensions of Nouns and Adjectives and the Indicative Active of sum and of the 1st Conjugation (incidentally introducing some of the forms of Pronouns, and those forms of the Passive which are made up with the Verb-adjectives, as in English); but in connexion with this amount of Accidence I have treated very carefully the most prominent uses of the Cases with and without Prepositions, and the question of the order of words, which I have reduced to a few simple rules. It is my hope that teachers who trust themselves to my guidance in this book will agree with me in thinking that the time spent on such fundamental matters as these is not thrown away. The pupil who has mastered this book ought to be able to read and write the easiest kind of Latin with some degree of fluency and without serious mistakes: in a word, Latin ought to have become in some degree a living language to him.

Above all it is my hope that my little story may be read with pleasure by those for whom it is meant. The picture which it gives of the early Britons is intended to be historically correct, so far as it goes; and the talk about “anchors” and “boats” and “holidays” will perhaps be acceptable as a substitute for “iustitia,” “modestia,” “temperantia,” and the other abstract ideas which hover like ghosts around the gate of Latin.¹ I have kept my Vocabulary strictly classical, in spite of the temptation to introduce

¹ “The pupil ordinarily approaches Latin and Greek through a cloud of abstractions.”—A. Sidgwick.
topics of purely modern interest, such as bicycles: in the later sections of the book it is Caesarian. The number of words in the vocabulary is relatively large; but words are necessary if anything worth saying is to be said, and a large proportion of my words have a close resemblance to the English words derived from them. Apart from this, the acquisition of a working vocabulary is an essential part of any real mastery of a language, and it is a task eminently within the powers of the youthful mind.

In regard to the quasi-inductive study of grammar I have expressed myself in an article contributed to Mr. Sadler’s Special Reports, extracts from which are given below. But I wish it to be understood that there is nothing in this book to prevent its being used by teachers who prefer the traditional method of teaching the Grammar before the sections of the story and the Exercises in which it is embodied. All the Grammar required is given in the “Preparations” (e.g. pp. 65, 66, 67, 69, etc.) It will be clear from these tables and from my “Drill Exercises” that I by no means undervalue the importance of systematic training of the memory in the early stages of learning.

In the present edition (1908) I have marked the naturally long vowels in the text, as in the “Preparations” and the alphabetical vocabulary. But I have deliberately abstained from burdening the memory of pupils and teachers with subtleties of pronunciation, such as are involved in the marking of “hidden quantities” (except in such obvious cases as rēx, lūx, nōndum): e.g. rēxi from rēge, rēxi from rēgo, cōnstat but cōndit, infert but intulit, insanus but inculītus. If a warning is needed against encumbering the teaching of Latin with difficult questions of this kind, it will be found emphatically expressed in the recommendations of many of the Lehrpläne issued by German educational authorities.

Most of the passages will be found too long for one lesson, unless with older pupils. They must be split up, according to circumstances.
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It is possible that some teachers may prefer to use this book not as a first book in the strict sense of the term, but rather after say a year's work at some other book; and I can well imagine that it might be used to good purpose in this way, for instance as a bridge to Caesar, whose invasions of Britain are narrated in outline in my Chapters VIII.-XIV., or for practice in rapid reading side by side with an author.

My best thanks are due to Lord Avebury for permission to reproduce the photographs of Roman and British coins which appear in this volume, especially of the coin of Antoninus Pius with the figure of Britannia upon it—the prototype of our modern penny.

BIRMINGHAM,
November, 1908.

E. A. S.

The following passages have struck me since my Preface was written as throwing light on the idea of this book.

"The real question is not whether we shall go on teaching Latin, but what we can do to teach it so as to make learners understand that it is not a dead language at all."—Sir F. Pollock, in the 'Pilot,' Jan. 12th, 1901.


"Assimilate the system of teaching the classical languages to that which I have shadowed forth for modern language teaching."—Professor Mahaffy, Address to Modern Language Association, Dec., 1901.
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NEWER METHODS IN THE TEACHING OF LATIN

We are familiar with the watchwords of two opposed camps on the subject of language-teaching. The old-fashioned view that the "declining of nouns and verbs," to use Dr. Johnson's phrase, is a necessary preliminary to the reading of any text is nowadays met with the continental cry of "Fort mit der Grammatik!" But we are not really compelled to accept either of these harsh alternatives, as the more moderate adherents of the new German school are now fain to admit. Grammar has its proper place in any systematised method of teaching a language; but that place is not at the beginning but rather at the end of each of the steps into which a well-graduated course must be divided. Speaking of the course as a whole, we may say that the learning of grammar should proceed side by side with the reading of a text. The old view, which is far from extinct at the present day, though it is rarely carried out in all its rigour, was that the pupil must learn the rules of the game before he attempts to play it. The modern view is that just as in whist or hockey one learns the rules by playing the game, so in the study of a language one learns the grammar best by the reading of a simple text. But

*Extracted from an article contributed to Mr. Sadler's Special Reports.*
it is necessary at once to draw a distinction, which marks the
difference between the earlier and the more developed form of
the new method. The mistake made by the first zealots of the
new school was that they plunged the pupil without pre-
paration into the reading of what were called "easy passages,"—
passages taken from any ordinary book, and easy perhaps as
compared with other passages which might have been selected,
but still bristling with a multitude of heterogeneous forms
and constructions. This was an "inductive method" with a
vengeance; but it soon became evident that to expect a young
beginner to work his way through such a jungle to the light of
clear grammatical consciousness was to expect too much;* and
even for the adult beginner the process is slow and laborious.
For what is the object of grammar unless to make the facts of a
language accessible and intelligible by presenting them in a
simple arrangement? Here as elsewhere science ought surely to
step in as an aid, not an obstacle, to understanding. What
the advocates of the new school failed to see was that
"nature" cannot dispense with "art"; in other words that the
text which is to serve as the basis of an inductive study of the
language must be specially constructed so as to exhibit those
features on which the teacher desires to lay stress at a particular
stage of learning.

What is the ordinary English practice at the present day?
On this point others are more competent to speak than I; but
I imagine I am not far wrong in saying that the first step in
learning Latin is to spend a month or two in learning declensions
and conjugations by rote—not, let us hope, complete with
their irregularities and exceptions, but in outline. The pupil

*A distinguished representative of the Neuer Richtung admitted in
conversation with the present writer some years ago that the teaching of
French out of his own book was "Hundesarbeit" (horse-work.)
then proceeds to the reading and writing of easy sentences, perhaps in such a book as "Gradatim"; and after say a year or more he will be reading easy selections from a Latin author. All the while he recapitulates his grammar and extends his grammatical horizon. This is, in any case, an immense improvement on the older plan of learning the whole of the old Eton Latin Grammar in its Latin dress without understanding a word of what is meant by its "as in prae senti" and other mysteries. If wisely administered, this method may also avoid the error of "Henry's First Latin Book," which taught an intolerable deal of Accidence and Syntax to a half-pennyworth of text; though, on the other hand, Henry's First Latin Book was an attempt to accompany the learning of grammar with the reading of easy sentences from the very beginning, and in so far was better than the method we are considering. For I must maintain, with all deference to the opinion of others whose experience is wider than my own, that we are as yet far from having drawn the full conclusions of the process of reasoning on which we have entered. There should be no preliminary study of grammar apart from the reading of a text. The declensions and conjugations, learned by rote apart from their applications, cannot be properly assimilated or understood, and often prove a source of error rather than enlightenment in subsequent study. They have to be learned over and over again—always in doses which are too large for digestion, and the pupil has meanwhile been encouraged to form a bad habit of mind. Half knowledge in this case too often leads to the unedifying spectacle of the Sixth Form boy or the University undergraduate who is still so shaky in his accidence that he cannot pass his "Smalls" without a special effort, though in some respects he may be a good scholar. But still more serious is the effect of the false conceptions which are inevitably implanted in the mind by this method of grammar without understanding. The pupil learns mensê, "by or with a table,"
agrìcolà, "by or with a farmer"—both of them impossible Latin for the English in its natural sense; mensae meaning strictly "to a table" is almost impossible in any elementary context. Yet the pupil necessarily supposes that in some context or other they must have those meanings; it is often years before he discovers that he has been the victim of a practical joke. Some boys never see the fun to the bitter end; in other words, they never learn the syntax of the Cases at all. And where are the counterbalancing advantages of this method? The pupil is introduced at an early stage to the reading of selections from Latin authors. But what if the interest and stimulus of reading consecutive passages could be secured without the sacrifice of clearness and grasp which is involved in the method of preliminary grammar? The advantages would seem in that case to be all on one side. Each new grammatical feature of the language would be presented as it is wanted, in an interesting context, and would be firmly grasped by the mind; at convenient points the knowledge acquired would be summed up in a table (the declension of a noun or the forms of a tense). The foundations of grammar would thus be securely laid; there would be no traps for the understanding, because each new feature would be presented in concrete form, that is in a context which explained it. For example, instead of mensā, "by or with a table," etc., we should have in mensā, "on a table," cum agrìcolā, "with a farmer," ab agrìcolā, "by a farmer"; ad mensam, "to a table" or sometimes "by (i.e. near) a table;" agricolae dat, but not mensae dat. After one declension had been caught in this way, the others would not need so elaborate a treatment. But still the old rule of "festina lente" would warn the teacher not to impose too great a burden on the young or even the adult beginner; it is no light task to learn simultaneously forms and their meanings, vocabulary, and the fundamental facts of syntax. It must be admitted that the method which I am advocating is a slow one at first; but it is sure, and binds fast. The method of pre-
liminary grammar might be called the railroad method. The traveller by rail travels fast, but he sees little of the country through which he is whirled. The longest way round is often the shortest way home; and my experience has been that the time spent at the start without proceeding beyond the very elements of grammar is time well spent. A fair vocabulary is acquired—without effort—in the course of reading; for the learning of new words, especially if they are chosen so as to present obvious similarities to English words, is a task eminently within the powers of the youthful mind; and all words met with in an interesting context arouse attention and impress themselves on the mind of their own accord. All the while the pupil is forming his feeling for the language and gradually becoming habituated to ordinary ways of saying ordinary things. He gradually loses that sense of strangeness which is the great barrier to anything like mastery.* It is surprising how much can be said in Latin without using more than a single declension of nouns and adjectives and a single conjugation of verbs.† The habit of reading very easy Latin, thus acquired at an early stage, will prove of the utmost value when the pupil approaches the study of a Latin author. Such a book as I have in mind should therefore do something to bridge over the formidable chasm which at present separates the reading of isolated sentences from the reading of an author.

All Latin authors as they stand, are far too difficult to serve as a basis of study for beginners: and they are also, I may add, not well adapted in respect of subject matter and

---

* One great advantage of this method, especially for learners who are able to cover the ground at a fair rate of progress, is that it lends itself to acquiring the "art of reading Latin" (as distinct from the art of construing it), to use Prof. W. G. Hale's phrase—the art of rapid reading.

† There are some 1,000 verbs of the first conjugation in Latin (including compounds).
sentiment to appeal to the mind of the very young. Caesar may no doubt be made interesting to a boy or girl of twelve by a skilful teacher with the aid of maps and pictures. But, after all, the Gallic War can never be what it was never meant to be, a child’s book. The ideal “Reader,” which should be the centre of instruction during the early stages of a young pupil’s course, should be really interesting; simple and straightforward in regard to its subject matter, modern in setting, and as classical as may be in form—a book which the pupil may regard with benevolent feelings, not with mere “gloomy respect,”* as worth knowing for its own sake. It should be well illustrated with pictures, diagrams, and maps, provided always that the illustrations are to the point, and such as are really felt to be needed to explain the text and make it live. “Modern in setting,” for otherwise the book will not appeal to the young mind; yet there is much justification for the demand made by many adherents of the newer school that the subject matter of any school book dealing with a foreign language should be closely associated with the history and the manners and customs of the people who spoke or speak the language. Possibly the two demands are not irreconcilable; the subject matter may be historical and national, but the point of view from which it is regarded may be modern. For English pupils learning Latin the reconciliation ought to present little difficulty; but nearly every great nation of Europe has its points of contact with Rome, and therefore its opportunities of constructing Latin Readers which are national in more senses than one. On the modern side they may be patriotic in tone, and inspired by that love of nature which appeals so directly to the youthful mind; on the ancient side they may be historical and instructive in the narrower sense of the term. And the illustrations should also have this two-fold character; they should include subjects both ancient and modern,

* Lord Rosebery in his Rectorial Address at Glasgow, 1900.
it being always remembered in regard to the former that their object is not to make the boy or girl an archaeologist, but simply to act as an aid to the imagination and enable it to realise what ancient civilisation was like. A good modern fancy sketch may often be more instructive from this point of view than a cut taken from a dictionary of antiquities.

The method which I advocate is, therefore, on its linguistic side, analogous in some respects to the so-called "natural method" or to the method by which an adult, left to his own resources, usually attempts to master a foreign tongue. He begins by attacking some easy book or newspaper, with the help of a dictionary, and he picks up the grammar as he goes along. The method is in both cases heuretic, in so far as the learner does not try to reconstruct the language out of the grammar, as a palaeontologist reconstructs an extinct animal from a study of a few bones. But in the one case the learner works on a text which presents all the variety and complexity of nature; in the other, on a text which has been simplified and systematised by art, so as to lead directly to a clear view of certain fundamental grammatical facts. Granted the premises, I conceive that there will be no great difficulty in accepting the conclusion; for there can hardly be a better method of teaching a language than that which combines the systematic order of the grammar with the interest and life of the story-book. The crux of the situation is to write such a school book; and though it may be long before an ideal book of the kind is produced, the problem ought not to be impossible of solution, if once the necessity of a solution from the teaching point of view is realised. On the one hand the ideal book ought to have a sustained interest, and if possible to form a continuous narrative from beginning to end; otherwise much of the effect is lost; this adds materially to the difficulty of writing. On the other hand there are various considerations which lighten the task. The writer has before him an infinite variety of choice in regard to his subject matter; and
though his grammatical order must be systematic, he is under no obligation to confine himself absolutely to the narrowest possible grammatical field at each step. For example adjectives* may be, as they should be on other grounds, treated side by side with the substantives which they resemble in form, and the easy forms of *possum (e.g., *po-tes, *po-tēst, *po-teram) side by side with the corresponding forms of *sum. Here we have material for the building of sentences. We may even go further and admit a certain number of forms which anticipate future grammatical lessons, provided they are not too numerous or of such a character as to confuse the grammatical impression which it is the purpose in hand to produce. For example, forms like *inquam, *inquit might be introduced, if necessary, long before the learning of the defective verbs was reached; they would, of course, be accompanied by their translations and treated as isolated words without any grammatical explanation. Tact in introducing only such forms as are not liable to lead to false inferences is necessary; and, of course, the fewer such anticipations there are the better. A certain latitude must also be conceded in regard to idiom and style. While it is of importance that the pupil should come across nothing which might react disadvantageously on his future composition, it is mere pedantry to insist on any exalted standard of literary excellence. The writer who works under the limitation imposed by the conditions of the problem should not attempt any high style of diction; it is sufficient if his Latin is up to the standard of such isolated sentences as usually form the mental pabulum of the beginner, though it might well be somewhat higher.

I would here anticipate a possible objection. Would not such a book be too easy? Would it provide a sufficient amount of mental gymnastic to serve as a means of training the faculties of

*Including Possessive Adjectives and Participles (Verb-adjectives).
reason and judgment? That would depend altogether on the aim which the writer set before himself. There is plenty of room within the limits of the first declension and the first conjugation for the training of the mind in habits of accurate thought and expression; for instance, the sentences may be made as difficult in regard to order of words as you please. But I would urge that they can hardly be made too easy at the beginning. It is sometimes forgotten that mental training is not synonymous with the inculcation of a mass of grammatical forms which only burden the memory, and that the habit of reading with care and fluency is itself a mental discipline of the highest value. What the teacher of any language has to do is not to accustom his pupil to regard each sentence as a nut to crack or a pitfall to beware of; but rather to induce him by the art of "gentle persuasion" to look upon the foreign tongue as a friend to be approached on terms of easy familiarity. Difficulties will accumulate fast enough, and I submit with all deference that it is a mistake to convert the learning of any foreign language into an obstacle race, by deliberately throwing difficulties into the path of the learner. Latin, at any rate, is hard enough in itself. And a habit of thoughtlessness is surely the last thing that will be encouraged by a method such as that sketched above, by which learning is made a matter of observation from the first, and not of unintelligent memorizing.

It goes without saying that the grammar to be taught in such a book should be limited to the necessary and normal. All that is in any way superfluous to the beginner should be rigorously excluded. But so soon as a general view of the whole field of regular incidence and the bare outlines of syntax has been attained by way of the Reader, the time has arrived for taking the pupil over the same ground again, as presented in the systematic form of the grammar. He is now in a position to understand what a grammar really is—not a collection of arbitrary rules, but a *catalogue raisonné* of the usages of a language based upon
observation and simplified by science. Successive recapitulations should take in more and more of what is abnormal, until a fairly comprehensive view of the whole field is obtained. The suggestions of whatever new texts are read should, of course, be utilised in preparing the mind for irregularities and exceptions; but it is no longer perilous to study the grammar apart. Each course of grammar deepens the impression made by those which precede it, and at the same time extends the pupil's mental horizon, the successive courses being superimposed on one another like a number of concentric circles with ever widening diameters.

I have said nothing about the writing of Latin, because it is obvious at the present day that reading should be accompanied by writing from the first, and, what is even more important, that the sentences to be translated into Latin should be based on the subject matter and vocabulary of the Reader. Learning a language is largely an imitative process, and we must not expect our beginners to make bricks without straw, any more than we expect pupils at a more advanced age to compose in the style of Cicero or Livy without giving them plenty of models to work upon. It is more important to insist here on the importance of training the organs of speech and hearing even in learning a "dead language" like Latin. For a dead language is still a language, and cannot be properly grasped unless it has some contact with living lip and living ear. Let the pupil then become accustomed from the first to reading Latin aloud, and to reading it with intelligence and expression. It is a habit which does not come of itself; but to teach it goes a long way towards making the language live again, and acts as a most valuable support to the memory. Let anyone try learning a little modern Greek, and he will appreciate the difference between remembering the accents by ear and remembering them by the eye alone. So, too, in regard to forms and vocabulary. What we have to familiarise our pupils with is
not merely the look of the word and the phrase and the sentence on paper, but still more, the shape of them to the ear.

From the point of view of the University a reform in school procedure, both on the literary and on the grammatical side, would confer great and lasting benefits. * There must be many University teachers who, like the present writer, feel dissatisfied with the scrappy and haphazard knowledge of the classics commonly presented by students reading for Pass degrees. But the foundations must be laid during the long school course, as the developed flower must be present in the germ. By not hurrying over the initial stages, and by a wise guidance of the later steps, the consummation of a worthy classical culture may be reached in the end.

Christmas, 1900. 

E. A. SONNENSCHEIN.

---

* Professor Postgate (Classical Review, February, 1901) demands a “thorough revision of the modes and materials of classical and especially elementary classical teaching,” adding, “Though we of the Universities have a serious grievance against the schools in that they send us so many mistaught on elementary points, and, what is worse, emptied of all desire to learn, we must not forget our own deficiencies.”
NOTE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

In the present issue of this book I have, in deference to the wishes of many teachers, returned to the principle of marking long vowels in the text, which I adopted in my Parallel Grammar Series. As to the method of carrying out the principle I have stated my views in the Preface (p. vii).

I have also corrected one or two oversights to which I had called attention in previous issues (p. 119, l. 1, 'sometimes not' for 'not always'; p. 123, ll. 4 and 8 of § 23, 'tenth for seventh'). On p. 48, l. 5, I have substituted 'mulla ex navigatis' for 'magnus numerus navigiorum,' in order to avoid raising a difficulty of construction. And there are a few other minor improvements of this kind (p. 130, § 31 B; p. 144 bottom). But in all essentials the book is unchanged.

I herewith express my cordial thanks to those teachers who have pointed out to me misprints or omissions in the vocabularies—in particular to Professor Postgate, Mr. F. E. A. Trayes, Mr. R. S. Haydon, Miss A. F. E. Sanders. These oversights—not very many in number—have all been corrected in the present issue.

May I call the attention of teachers to the mistake, into which pupils easily fall, of pronouncing the word 'Maritima' like the French 'maritime' with the accent on the syllable ti, instead of Maritima?
ORA MARITIMA
VEL
COMMENTARII DE VITA MEA AD
DUBRAS ANNO MDCCCXCIX

ORA MARITIMA INTER DUBRAS ET RUTUPIAS.

I. Ora maritima.

[First Declension of Nouns and Adjectives, together with the Present Indicative of \textit{sum} and of the First Conjugation.]

1. Quam bella est \textit{ōra maritima}! \textit{Non procul} ab \textit{ōra maritimā} est \textit{villa}. \textit{In villā} \textit{āmita} mea \textit{habitat}; \textit{et ego cum amītā meā nunc habito}. \textit{Ante iānuam villae} est \textit{ārea}. \textit{In āreā} est castanea, ubi
luscinia interdum cantat. Sub umbrā castaneae ancilla
interdum cēnam parat. Amō ēram maritimam; amō
villam bellam.

2. Fēriae nunc sunt. Inter fēriās in villā
maritimā habitō. Ō beātās fēriās! In arēnā ērae
maritimae sunt ancorae et catēnae. Nam incolae
ērae maritimae sunt nautae. Magna est audācia
nautārum: procellās nōn formīdant. Nautās amō, ut
nautae mē amant. Cum nautīs interdum in scaphīs
nāvīgō.

ANCORA ET CATENA—SCAPA.

3. Ex fenestrīs villae undās spectās. Undās
cæruleās amō. Quam magnae sunt, quam perlūcidae!


II. Patruus meus.

[Second Declension: Nouns and Adjectives in me].


undās tuās illustrat! Quantopere mē délectat vōs, undae caeruleae, spectāre, cum tranquillae estis et arēnam ōrae maritimae lavātis! Quantopere mē délectātis cum turbulentae estis et sub scopulis spūmātis et murmurātis!

VILLA MARITIMA.

ULMI ET CORVI. MURUS. IANUA. RIVUS. CASTANEA. MEGI.
III. Monumenta antiqua.

[Nouns and Adjectives in un].

cum arant vel fundāmenta aedificiōrum antiquōrum excavant. Nam nummōs antiquōs magnō pretiō vēnumdant. Patruō meō magnus numerus est nummōrum Rōmānōrum.


**CASTELLUM AD DUBRAS SITUM.**

**IV. Delectamenta puerorum.**

[Nouns and Adjectives like *puer*].

12. In numerō amīcōrum meōrum sunt duo pueri. Marcus, puer quattuordecim annōrum, mihi


Scopulus Altus ad Dubras situs, ex Poeta Nominatus.

V. Magister noster.

[Nouns and Adjectives like magister].


"Nōn amo tē, Sabidī, nec possum dicere quàrē.
Hōc tantum possum dicere: nōn amo tē."

Magistrum nōn amant quia librōs Graecōs et Latinōs nōn amant. Nam discipuli scholae nostrae linguīs antīquīs operam dant, atque scientiīs mathē-

VI. Britannia antiqua.

[Mixed forms of Nouns an1 Adjectives of the 1st and 2nd Declensions, together with the Past Imperfect Indicative of sum and of the 1st Conjugation.]

16. Magister noster librorum historicorum studiōsus est; de patriā nostrā antiquā libenter narrat. Proximō annō, dum apud nōs erat, de vītā Britannōrum antiquōrum saepe narrābat. Patruus meus et amīta mea libenter auscultābant; ego quoque nōnnumquam aderam. Sīc narrābat:—

"Fere tōta Britannia quondam silvis densis crēbra erat. Inter ōram maritimam et fluvium Tamesam, ubi nunc agrī frūgiferi sunt, silva erat Anderida, locus vastus et incultus. Silvae plēnae erant fērārum—...pōrūm, ursōrum, cervōrum, aprōrum. Multa et varia...āteria erat in silvis Britannicīs: sed fāgus Britannīs antiquīs nōn erat nōta, sī Gāius Iūlius vēra affermat. Et pinus Scōtica dēcerat."

17. "Solum, ubi liberum erat silvīs, frūgiferum erat. Metallīs quoque multīs abundābat—plumbō albo
Britanni Antiqui


ille: "Incolae Cantii agrī cultūrae operam dabant, atque etiam mercātūrae. Nam Veneti ex Galliā in Britanniam mercātūrae causā nāvigābant. Britannī frūmentum, armenta, aurum, argentum, ferrum, coria, catulōs vēnāticōs, servōs et captīvōs exportābant; frēna, vitrea, gemmās, cētera importābant. Itaque mediocrīter hūmānī crant, nec multum diversī ā Gallīs."

URNÆ ET CATENÆ BRITANNICÆ.

VII. Vestigia Romanorum.

[Future Indicative and Imperative of invenire and of the 1st Conjugation].

21. Nuper, dum Marcus et Alexander mecum erant, patruo meo "Quantopere me deletabit" inquam "locum visitare ubi oppidum Romainum quondam stabant." Et Alexander "Monstrae nobis," inquit "amabo te, ruinos castellis Rutupini." Tum patruus meus "Longa est via," inquit "sed aliquando monstrabo. Cras, si vos gratum erit, ad locum ubi procul erat Britannorum cum Romainis ambul-

22. Postrīdiē cælum serēnum erat. Inter ientāculum amita mea "Quotā hōrā" inquit "in viam vōs dabitis? et quotā hōrā cēnāre poteritis?" Et patruus meus "Quintā hōrā Marcus et Alexander Dubrīs adventābunt; intrā duās hōrās ad locum proelī ambulāre poterimus; post ūnam hōram red-ambulābimus; itaquē hōrā decimā vel undecimā domī erimus, ut spērō." Tum ego "Nōnne iēīnī erimus," inquam "si nihil ante vesperum gustābimus?" "Prandium vōbiscum portāte" inquit amita mea; "ego crustula et pōma cūrābō."
hōra est?" Tum patruus meus "Nōndum quinta hōra est" inquit; "parātīne estis ad ambulandum?" Et Alexander "Nōs vērō!" inquit. Tum amīta mea et Lydīa "Bene ambulāte!" inquīunt, et in viam nōs dedimus.

C. Iulius Caesar.


[Future Perfect Indicative of *sum* and of the 1st Conjugation.]


VIII. Expeditio prima C. Iūliī Caesāris.

[3rd Declension: nouns like Cae sar, imperator, sē, expeditiō.]

27. Sed magnus crat calor sōlis et aēris, necque poterāmus celeriter ambulāre. Paulō post nebulae sōlem obscurāvērunt, et imber magnus fuit. Mox
sōl ōram maritimam splendōre suō illustrāvit, et iterum in viam nōs dedimus. Imber calōrem āeris temperāverat; et inter viam nōs puerī patruum meum multa de C. Iūliō Caesare, imperātōre magnō Rōmānōrum, interrogāvīmus. “Cūr expeditiōnem suam in Britanniam parāvit?” inquimus; “cūr cōpiās suās in insulam nostram transportāvit?” Et patruus meus “C. Iūlius Caesar” inquit “prōconsul erat Galliae, et per trēs annōs contrā nātiōnēs bellicōsās Gallōrum et Belgārum bellāverat; nam annō duodecimēgūmō ante Christum nātum Rōmānī Caesarem prōconsulem creāverant. Rōmāni autem Britannōs in numerō Gallōrum esse existimābant; et rēverā nōnnullae ex nātiōnibus Britannie meridiānæ ā Belgis oriundae erant. Atque Britannī Galli auxilia contrā Rōmānōs interdum subministrāverant; sed Trinobantēs auxilium Rōmānōrum contrā Cassivellanum, rēgulam Cassōrum, implōrāverant.”